Effective Teaching and Learning

Fig. 4. Sample tasks for four levels of cognitive demand. From Smith and Stein (1998).

From the perspective of this taxonomy, mathematical tasks are viewed as placing higherlevel cognitive demands on students when they allow students to engage in active inquiry and
exploration or encourage students to use procedures in ways that are meaningfully connected
with concepts or understanding. Tasks that encourage students to use procedures, formulas, or
algorithms in ways that are not actively linked to meaning, or that consist primarily of memorization or the reproduction of previously memorized facts, are viewed as placing lower-level
cognitive demands on students. Consider figure 5, which shows two tasks, both of which might
be used in an algebra unit that includes analyzing and solving pairs of simultaneous equations.
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PRINCIPLES TO ACTIONS

Implement tasks that promote reasoning and problem solving
Teacher and student actions
What are teachers doing?
Motivating students’ learning of mathematics through opportunities for exploring and solving problems that build on
and extend their current mathematical
understanding.
Selecting tasks that provide multiple entry points through the use of varied tools
and representations.
Posing tasks on a regular basis that require a high level of cognitive demand.
Supporting students in exploring tasks
without taking over student thinking.
Encouraging students to use varied approaches and strategies to make sense of
and solve tasks.
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What are students doing?
Persevering in exploring and reasoning
through tasks.
Taking responsibility for making sense of
tasks by drawing on and making connections with their prior understanding and
ideas.
Using tools and representations as needed to support their thinking and problem
solving.
Accepting and expecting that their
classmates will use a variety of solution
approaches and that they will discuss and
justify their strategies to one another.

